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Editorial

Management of Tuberculosis in India:
Time for a deeper dive into quality

The diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis (TB) remains a persistent challenge for
health services in India. While the Revised National TB Control Programme (RNTCP)
has announced ‘universal access to quality TB diagnosis and treatment for all TB
patients in the community’ as its new goal in the new National Strategic Plan (2012–
17),1 there seems to be no clear strategy to systematically measure and document the
quality of TB care, in both public and private sectors. The continuing lack of such a
strategy goes hand-in-hand with a narrative of ‘blame’, where every new TB crisis is
predictably assigned to the actions of the private sector in India. It is time to move
beyond assigning blame to systematically understanding the practices of diagnosis and
treatment of TB among multiple healthcare providers in multiple settings.

For instance, it is widely believed that how an average patient with TB gets
diagnosed and treated in India depends entirely on where they seek care. If they go to
the public sector, they will likely be diagnosed using sputum smears (which are known
to have low sensitivity and cannot detect drug-resistance) and treated with a thrice-
weekly, intermittent short-course regimen, and will likely have treatment supervision
support. Their diagnosis and treatment will be free, but not necessarily convenient or
accessible to all patients.

Similarly, it is also believed that if patients go to the private sector, they will likely
be diagnosed with just chest X-rays, or a combination of chest X-rays and a blood test
(either an antibody serological test, or an interferon-γ release assay such as
QuantiFERON-TB Gold; marketed in India as ‘TB Gold’).2,3 These patients will then
be started on a variety of daily drug regimens with little or no supervision.4,5 For them,
diagnosis and treatment will not be free and most patients will pay out-of-pocket,
regardless of how poor they are.6

Of particular concern has been the overuse of blood-based tests for TB in the private
health sector.2,3 Sputum is the most important sample for diagnosis of pulmonary TB
and every guideline recommends the use of sputum-based tests such as smears, culture
and nucleic acid amplification tests. But, for several reasons, including poor regulation
and financial incentives, blood is the most popular sample in the Indian private sector.3

Blood-based antibody tests (e.g. IgG/IgM ELISA or rapid tests) and interferon-γ
release assays (e.g. TB Gold) are inaccurate7,8 and not recommended for the diagnosis
of pulmonary TB.9,10 In fact, in 2012, the Government of India banned the use of
serodiagnostic tests for TB (Fig. 1), and has discouraged the use of tests such as TB
Gold. Despite this ban, blood tests continue to be widely used in the private sector.11

Although at first glance, this narrative paints a very believable picture, it is based
on a set of studies that were important, but ultimately limited in their ability to parse
out the deeper determinants of care. Based on recent research, we believe that there
are at least three ways in which this narrative should be further elaborated.

First, an average TB patient in India may end up experiencing both private and
public sector approaches to management.12 Patients with TB may begin in the informal
private sector (chemists and unqualified practitioners), then seek care from qualified
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practitioners, and eventually end up in the RNTCP for free treatment.13 Studies have
shown considerable delays in the diagnosis of TB, and patients often move from one
healthcare provider to another, and between private and public sectors, before they are
finally diagnosed and put on treatment for TB.6,13 And while they do this, they continue
to transmit the infection to those in their communities. By the time patients are
diagnosed, many have advanced, cavitary disease. Thus, poorly managed TB is a
major driver of the epidemic, and a critical risk factor for mortality and drug-
resistance.14 Understanding case-detection rates for different presentations of TB in
the private and public sector and the reasons for transitions between these two sectors
is therefore a priority. Equally important is research on the eventual outcomes of
patients who move from the public to the private sector and those who are treated
entirely in the private sector.

Second, the private health sector is not a homogeneous entity—it has some of the
world’s best and highly trained doctors as well as a large number of untrained providers
practising in rural areas and urban slums. This heterogeneity in healthcare providers
matters. Our current research using medical vignettes in Delhi (unblinded tests of
knowledge with standardized case presentations) shows that at high levels of
competence, there is no difference in the tests that are asked for in the public and
private sectors for patients with textbook presentations of pulmonary TB: 80% order
blood tests, 80% order sputum tests and 90% order chest X-rays. However, at the

FIG 1. Leading Indian newspapers carried this advertisement on TB blood tests in December 2012 (reproduced with permission from the
Central TB Division, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India, New Delhi)
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lowest levels of competence, the public health sector is far less likely to order blood
tests and chest X-rays and much more likely to order sputum tests (Das J et al.,
unpublished data). Consequently, if these initial findings are confirmed, the ‘difference’
between the public and private sector in their propensity to order different types of tests
may depend critically on the overall competence of the doctor.

Third, there is a large difference between the knowledge that doctors have and the
way they put this knowledge to use in their clinical practice. Previous work from Delhi
shows that although healthcare providers in the public sector are more knowledgeable,
their lower effort leads to worse quality of care than their knowledge alone would
predict.15 Therefore, tests of knowledge and attitudes alone, which represent the bulk
of the published research on TB practices,4,5,16 may be less than informative when it
comes to understanding actual clinical practice.

Unfortunately, poor quality of care is a bigger problem than just TB care.17

Recently, standardized patients (mystery clients) were used in India to examine the
quality of care for angina, asthma and dysentery.18 The study found low levels of
medical training and confirmed previous observations that many practitioners in India
lack medical qualifications and often practise in large numbers in poor areas of rural
and urban India. In this study, correct diagnoses were rare, and incorrect treatments
were widely prescribed, in both public and private sectors.18 Unlike prescription audits
and hypothetical vignettes, which measure clinical knowledge and competence, the
mystery client approach has been shown to accurately assess the practice of a
healthcare provider, but has never been used to study TB care—this is important given
previous research documenting dramatic differences between competence and clinical
practice.

We believe that all patients with TB should receive the same quality of care, based
on the best evidence we have about interventions that work or not. Indeed, best
practices for TB are enshrined in the International Standards of TB Care (ISTC)19 and
numerous WHO guidelines.20 It is a sad reality that quality of TB care in India is
variable and often not aligned with international standards.

The RNTCP has recently taken several steps towards improving the situation. The
National Strategic Plan (2012–17) will seek to engage the private health sector in a big
way, and efforts are already under way to develop an ‘Indian Standards of TB Care’
to harmonize TB diagnostic and treatment practices across public and private health
sectors.1 In 2012, the RNTCP made it mandatory for all TB patients to be notified to
local health authorities, and also banned the use of inaccurate serodiagnostic tests.
These welcome initiatives will need to be supplemented with a clear strategy for
continuous measurement and improvement of quality in diagnosis and treatment of
TB. Such a strategy would provide a positive feedback loop from new initiatives to
outcomes, allowing policy-makers to understand what works and what does not in the
fight against TB.
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